Swift FX—comfort all the way round
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Comfort makes all the difference to the success of
your sleep therapy, and it starts with your mask.

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

There’s Nothing Hard About It

User Information

TM

The Swift FX brings new meaning to comfortable
therapy with a flexible, super-soft fit.
Its fluid design follows your facial contours and
adapts as you move.
From the cushioning nasal pillows to the
contouring headgear, Swift FX surrounds you with
softness for a peaceful night’s sleep.

• Ultra-soft for that ‘barely there’ feeling
• Simply wear it to believe it
• Stays in place when you move

Visit www.resmed.com for more information about
sleep apnoea and your therapy choices, including
Swift FX and other quality products from ResMed.

“Unobtrusive, light
		
... I forget it is there!”
“The best mask I have ever used
		
... very soft on my face!”
- Comments from people using Swift FX
during the user trials*

* Swift FX user trials conducted by ResMed, 2009
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There’s Nothing
Hard About It

Ultra-soft for that ‘barely there’ feeling

Simply wear it to believe it

Stays in place when you move

• Comfortably soft—soft and gentle, with the added
advantage of soft wraps, Swift FX enhances your
comfort for a relaxing sleep experience.

• Instantly appealing—from the moment you
put it on you will know that the Swift FX is really
simple, making your therapy easier for you.

• More sleeping positions—flexible tubing,
the soft headgear and nasal pillows allow a
range of natural sleeping positions.

• You may forget you’re wearing it—everything
about the Swift FX adds to your sense of freedom
... from the streamlined design to the light rotating
tube at the end of your mask.

• Easy to fit and use—intuitive fitting minimises
the need for adjustment. Swift FX has very few
parts so looking after it is easy.

• Confidence in therapy—Swift FX is
designed to stay in place securely,
maintaining seal even when you move.

